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Benefits

Improve efficiencies

Reduce costs

Delight clients, internal and external

Gain insights through data analytics
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Simple tools for building complex apps
Neota is the leading no-code platform for the intelligent automation of 
processes, documents, and expertise.

The platform provides professionals with pre-built Templates and Building 
Blocks to rapidly build digital workflow solutions that automate any aspect of 
their service, without writing a single line of code.

These solutions empower legal, risk and compliance professionals to deliver 
access to their expertise at scale.

Process automation

In law and business, most work is part of a process – 
more than one task, more than one person, more than 
one organization, more than one day. And we want  
to know how the process is progressing.

In the fast-moving, distributed business world, traditional 
manual processes are often chaotic, inefficient, 
unmanaged, and costly to the business. Neota can help.

Neota Workflow enables organizations to manage 
tasks and complex processes that span teams, parties 
and time. Aligned to the Business Process Model & 
Notation (BPMN) standard, Neota Workflow orchestrates 
individual Neota applications, as well as external systems, 
in a logic-driven, data-aware end-to-end solution.

Expertise automation

Incorrect decisions through inconsistent application  
of expertise, as well as inefficient delivery of expertise, 
are costly to organizations. Neota can help.

Neota’s expertise automation capabilities enable 
users to create intelligent web-based solutions that 
replicate the advice a subject matter expert would 
provide, in person or over the phone. The solutions 
guide users through a digital interview that gathers 
facts, applies reasoning to the information collected 
and produces custom, context-specific outputs.

Types of solutions include; online analysis and advice 
– substantive guidance as to law, regulations, policies 
and procedures; and intake and assessment – 
intelligent data collection, issue and risk analysis, case 
and claims evaluation.

Document automation

Manual creation and handling of documents is  
labor intensive and significantly slows approval  
and execution processes. Neota can help.

Neota goes above and beyond traditional document 
assembly products. Through the power of the 
platform, you can create a beautiful user experience, 
apply logic to capture information needed to populate 
and generate bespoke documents for your clients 
and/ or business and automate negotiation and 
execution steps to deliver significant value for legal,  
risk and compliance teams.

Users can automate documents of any type, from 
NDAs to complex agreements, reports, advice-based 
documents and checklists.

One platform. Endless possibilities.
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